Proteins like to stick together, especially with their own kind. While tallies vary it appears that for at least two-thirds of all proteins the preferred form is that of a complex (an oligomer) of several protein molecules (monomers) [1] . And while many of these oligomers are heterogenous -composed of more than one type of polypeptide chain -the majority are homogeneous, or are mixtures of the two (for example, hemoglobin is a tetramer made up of two identical copies of a heterodimer). Considering that protein molecules are asymmetric by default -as all but one of their building blocks are chiral -and their overall shapes are also highly irregular, it is surprising that the very large majority of these homogeneous oligomers form rotationally symmetric structures, ranging from simple head-to-head (as opposed to asymmetric head-to-tail) dimers to the beautiful 64-subunit icosahedral structures of many viral capsids. A recent paper by Baker and co-workers [2] sheds new light on the origins of the remarkable ubiquity of such symmetry.
Symmetry arises when two subunits interact via a symmetric interface in which amino acids x and y on one subunit interact with, respectively, their pendants y 0 and x 0 on the second subunit. But because protein surfaces are typically large and convex the simultaneous formation of such symmetry-related interactions is often hindered by geometry, and only a tiny fraction of all possible sets of homodimers will be symmetric. Given the discrepancy between the rarity of symmetric interactions among the set of all possible dimers, and the frequency with which symmetry occurs within the set of observed dimers, it has long been assumed that symmetry itself must provide a selective advantage. For example, it has been argued that rotationally symmetric structures are common because their formation saturates all of the available binding sites (which, for example, head-to-tail dimers fail to do), leading to closed structures of well-defined stoichiometry [3] .
Baker and co-workers [2] advance an alternative theory: that symmetric structures are common because symmetric interfaces are overrepresented among the set of all energetically favorable interactions. In other words, symmetric structures are common, not because they provide a selective advantage per se, but because stable, symmetric dimers are much more common than stable, asymmetric dimers in the underlying 'chemical space' of energetically favorable dimeric structures, and thus the former represent a larger, more accessible evolutionary target.
One of the oldest notions in probability theory, and the basis for statistical mechanics, is the observation that the more often one gambles the closer the average outcome of one's bets hews to the theoretical mean. Conversely, in the gambler's paradox, a punter who bets half as often but twice as much would double the variance of his expected outcome and thus flirts with ruin. The same principle also applies to the pair-wise energetics and evolution of proteins. For example, Monod, Wyman, and Changeux [3] noted that each interaction formed in the interface of a symmetric dimer occurs twice. Hence the impact of a favorable (or unfavorable) mutation is doubled for symmetric interfaces, increasing the rate with which evolution can optimize a symmetric structure once it is initially found. Baker and co-workers [2] , however, have modeled Monod's conjecture using explicit protein-docking simulations and found that, while the effect is present, a counter effect works against it: because it contains only half as many unique amino acids, the mutation rate for a symmetric interface slows by a factor of two, limiting the impact of this mechanism. Instead they find that the gambler's paradox favors symmetric dimers by increasing the ease with which they are discovered in the first place.
Lukatsky et al. [4] recently studied identical interactions randomly scattered on two planar disks and found that the lowest energies of co-axially docked disks occur when the patterns on the opposing disks are the same rather than different (homodimers rather than heterodimers). They did not determine, however, how the density of states varies as the interactions deviate from symmetry, and thus the importance of their effect in the evolution of symmetry in protein-protein interactions is difficult to evaluate.
To solve this problem, Baker and co-workers [2] derived an approximate metric for the deviation of a given interaction from perfect symmetry. Then they introduced a key premise: that accidental interactions with binding energies insufficient to overcome the entropic loss associated with dimer formation will be invisible to evolution, and only interactions where the stabilization provided by the dimer interface is at least close to the entropic cost of dimer formation will be in the primordial pool of dimers that evolution can choose from. Evaluating the probability that a candidate interaction will fall within this window Baker and co-workers find that even though symmetric states are extremely rare among all possible dimeric structures, they dominate the set of energetically favorable interactions by a factor of 5000. In other words, evolution is more likely to discover symmetric homodimers, because symmetric interfaces dominate the stable interactions it can choose from.
But does this theoretical result hold for real proteins? To test this Baker and co-workers [2] applied their symmetry metric to the distribution of symmetry observed in naturally occurring homodimers. In order to avoid a potentially fatal experimental bias, they limited their study to dimers known to be biologically relevant, thus avoiding interactions that may be an artifact of crystallography (which imposes symmetry for other reasons). Once again they found the same overpopulation of symmetric interactions holds; the majority of 796 experimentally confirmed homodimers are more symmetric than 99.98% of randomly docked dimers, a number that nicely recapitulates the 5000-fold overpopulation of symmetric states predicted by their theory.
As we cannot rewind the tape and replay evolution, is there a way to test this hypothesis directly? In theory one could address whether stable symmetric interactions are more likely by measuring the energy of a homodimer over thousands of random interaction geometries. In practice, however, the vast majority of interaction geometries are unstable and thus impossible to observe experimentally (indeed, for monomeric proteins the fraction of interactions that are energetically unfavorable is, by definition, 100%). Thus, instead, the research team turned to simulations. Using their Rosetta energy potential [5] they simulated millions of random homodimer geometries for a handful of small, normally monomeric proteins (Figure 1 ), identified those which would almost be able to form dimers and measured their symmetry. In doing so they found that the symmetry of the energetically more favorable interactions obeys their analytic model precisely -when evolution went shopping, the shelves were nearly bare save for the symmetric oligomers. Does this result apply to higher order complexes as well? While Baker and co-workers [2] have rigorously proven their results only for dimers, the tessellation of symmetric dimers into large open (like amyloids) or closed (like virus capsids) structures suggests that their results will also hold for larger scale multimers despite the non-symmetric nature of the monomers from which these, too, are ultimately comprised. Indeed, the Baker result may help to understand the recent observation that dihedral symmetry (D 2 ), in effect a dimer of dimers, is 11 times more common than the seeming simpler (but tetrameric, rather than double-dimeric) cyclic symmetry (C 4 ) among tetrameric proteins [6] .
Symmetry is common throughout the physical world; the beauty of atomic orbitals, for example, is testament to symmetry's stabilizing effects. It is also common to see complex symmetric structures -such as snowflakes or buckyballs -arising due to the underlying symmetry of the atoms or molecules from which they are built. But proteins lack any intrinsic, underlying symmetry. The premise invoked by Baker and co-workers [2] suggests, nevertheless, a parallel observation for biology: even for structures built from asymmetric subunits, stable states are more likely symmetric than asymmetric. 
